TECHNOLOGY MILESTONES
Self-Healing Circuits Boost Performance, Cut Costs

As part of supporting a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency effort to create self-healing integrated circuitry, AFRL sensors scientists oversaw
development of a wideband, 6-18 GHz receiver-on-a-chip with baseband outputs, the architecture of which is illustrated. (Air Force image)
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To combat this issue, the research team
recently demonstrated on-chip sensors and
actuators designed to automatically adjust
a given circuit’s performance to negate
defect-induced degradation.
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For additional information on this technology contact AFRL/RY afrl.ry.marketing@wpafb.af.mil, (937)904-9771. To receive more information about AFRL,
visit the Homepage at www.wpafb.af.mil/afrl. (RY-10-11_07-20) Sensors/Discovery
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